Munich

Visitor Address
Carl-Wery-Straße 22
81739 München

Entrance
Our entrance is located in the Carl-Wery-Str. 22 (2nd entrance) on the 3rd floor.
Please ring at the ground floor and then the elevator directly moves to the 3rd floor.
Visitor parking is available in front of the building.

By car
From all directions:
Via highway A99 or A8 to the Autobahn crossing in the South-East of Munich : “Kreuz Brunnthal"
At “Kreuz Brunnthal" take A8 towards „München Ramersdorf “
Via highway A8 to Munich
Exit 92a "München-Perlach", direction Ständlerstrasse
3. Exit or 1. Traffic light right to"Fritz-Erler-Str."
next traffic light left follow the "Fritz-Erler-Str."
Now the name change into "Carl-Wery-Str".
50 m after the lights of "Otto-Hahn-Ring" on the right site, there is our Office.

From Munich :
From “Mittlerer Ring” take highway A8 towards „ Salzburg “ (do not take the highway A995 / E54
towards Salzburg )
Via highway A99 or A8 to the Autobahn crossing in the South-East of Munich : “Kreuz Brunnthal"

At “Kreuz Brunnthal" take A8 towards „München Ramersdorf “
Via highway A8 to Munich
Exit 92a "München-Perlach", direction Ständlerstrasse
3. Exit or 1. Traffic light right to "Fritz-Erler-Str."
next traffic light left follow the "Fritz-Erler-Str."
Now the name change into "Carl-Wery-Str."
50 m after the lights of "Otto-Hahn-Ring" on the right site, there is our Office.

By Public Transport:
VertiGIS can be reached with the following public transport: Exit both S-Bahn and U-Bahn at "Neuperlach
Süd" at the back, follow the Carl-Wery-Str. until the number 22 (2. entrance)
Neuperlach-Süd is the last stop of the U5, just 20 min. from the main station and 10 min. from
Ostbahnhof. The S7 also connects the main railway station, Ostbahnhof and Neuperlach-Süd, only with
lower service frequency (U5 goes to main times every 5 minutes that S7 every 20 minutes).
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